ON A DESERT ISLAND
(WITH YOU IN MY DREAMS)

Stookey/Kniss- Pepamar Music Corp. ASCAP

ONE AND A-TWO AND A-THREE
C     Co     C     F     C87
YA-TYA-DA TYA TYA DA TYA TYA DA TYA TA DEE-DA-DUM

C     Co     C     F     C
ON A DESERT ISLAND, A MAGIC YOURS AND MY LAND
C     D♯o     Dm7     G7
EVERYDAY'S A HOLIDAY WITH YOU
C     Co     C     F-C
UNDER A BLUE SKY DEAR WE COULD GET AN IDEA
C     Co     G7     G7+
OF WHAT OUR TWO LIPS WERE MEANT TO DO
C   G7    C     F   Gm7- G♯+   F
STROLLING BESIDE YOU HAND IN HAND WE'LL GO
D7                  D7
THROUGH LOVE'S PROMISED LAND DEAR
G7   Am7- A♯o G7   Dm   G7
ALL OUR LIVES I KNOW BELIEVE ME
C   Co     C     F-C
HAPPINESS WOULD BE OURS IF FOR ONLY THREE HOURS
C   G7    C   D♯o   Dm7   G7
ON A DESERT ISLAND IN MY DREAMS

YA-TYA-DA TYA TYA DA TYA TYA DA TYA TA DEE-DA-DUM
YA-TYA-DA TYA TYA DA TYA TYA DA TYA TA DEE-DA-DUM (ETC.)

C   G7    C     F   Gm7- G♯+   F
STROLLING BESIDE YOU HAND IN HAND WE'LL GO
D7                  D7
THROUGH LOVE'S PROMISED LAND DEAR
G7   Am7- A♯o G7   Dm   G7
ALL OUR LIVES I KNOW SINCERELY

C     Co     C     F-C
EVERY GAL AND GUY CAN HAVE A DESERT ISLAND
C     D♯o     Dm7     G7
IF THEY ARE IN LOVE AS MUCH AS WE
C     Co     C     F-C
HAPPINESS WILL BE OURS IF FOR ONLY THREE HOURS
C   G7    C   F   C   Dm7
ON A DESERT ISLAND IN MY DREAMS...
C   G7    C    C
ON A DESERT ISLAND IN MY DREAMS

If you have corrections, or the chords to any of these songs, please send an e-mail and we will make the changes as soon as possible. Thanks.
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